Spanish 102 - Course Concepts
(07/2010)

(Students are expected to know all the Spanish 101 concepts prior to beginning this course. See Spanish 101 - Course Concepts for details.)

1. New Verbs: (know meanings, be able to conjugate and use in a sentence or question) 102 covers many new verbs, (see Spanish 102 Vocabulary) including gustar like verbs and reflexive verbs

2. Verb Tenses. By the end of the course, students will know all verbs in these tenses:
   - Present Tense
   - Present Progressive
   - Preterit Tense (including all irregular forms)
   - Imperfect Tense
   - Commands: Familiar (tú) affirmative and negative
     Polite (Ud., Uds.) affirmative and negative
   - Present Subjunctive

3. Grammar Covered:
   Direct and Indirect Object Pronouns:
   Be able to answer questions substituting objects with pronouns
   Know the correct placement and word order with: conjugated verbs, infinitives, present progressive, commands (affirmative and neg)
   Comparisons of equality and inequality: Superlatives; ísimo/a/s
   Indefinite and negative expressions (algo, nada...)
   ¿Qué vs. Cuál?
   Pronouns after prepositions
   Stressed possessive adjectives
   Por vs para
   Adverbs
   Impersonal and passive se
   Reciprocal reflexives
   Relative pronouns
   Introduction to the use of the Subjunctive

4. Vocabulary: (See 102 Vocabulary Handout)
   Daily routine; personal hygiene
   Food, table settings, restaurant vocabulary, verbs
   Parties; celebrations; stages of life
   Health; medical terms; body parts
   Technology; Car and accessories
   Things in a house; chores; verbs associated with the home